INSTRUCTIONS:

i) 15 minutes allocated to read the question paper and 2.30 hours allocated to write the answers.
ii) PART – A must be answered in a separate answer sheet.
iii) Students can take PART – A (Question Paper) with them.
iv) Map and PART – B (Bit paper) should be tagged to the answer sheet and handed over to the invigilator.

SECTION – I

1. What were the main challenges before the leaders of the country in the early years after Independence?
2. How did the USSR escape from the effect of the great Depression?
3. Write down the ill effects of reckless oil extraction in Nigeria.
4. Draw a rough sketch of Andhra Pradesh.

SECTION – II

5. Why did the Framers of Indian Constitution reject the idea of dual citizenship?
6. The French colonisers like the British were convinced that the people of the colony were uncivilised and the Objective of their rule was to bring the benefits of the modern civilisation. Education was seen as one way to civilise the Natives. The French needed an educated local labour force but they feared that education might create problems. Once educated, the Vietnamese may begin to question colonial domination.

Q. Do you agree with the Civilisation Mission taken by French in Vietnam and why?
7. What are the core concepts do you incorporate in making a poster on the basic elements of social movements?
8. Comment on racial discrimination in America.
9. Read the below map and answer the following Questions.

![Map Image]

a) Name the Island country that marked as 'X'.

b) Name the country which located west coast liberated on 1963 October 1st marked 'Y' in the map.

SECTION - III

INSTRUCTIONS:

i) Write answers to the FOUR questions in 8 – 10 sentences.

ii) Each question has Internal Choice, you can choose any ONE.

iii) Each question carries FOUR marks. $4 \times 4 = 16$

10. a) After the overthrow of Monarchy, China had two different types of regimes. How were they similar or different?

(OR)

b) What measures were taken to bring in socio economic change during the initial years after independence?

11. a) Do you agree with the reactions of different sections of our society after Supreme Court's Judgement in Shahbano Case in 1985?

(OR)

b) Do you find the presence of Aggressive Nationalism, Imperialism, Power blocks and Militarisms around us today too? Give examples and write about it.

12. a) Read the below graph and answer the questions that given below.

![Graph Image]
i) What does graph indicate?
ii) By which graph the above information shown above?
iii) What are the political parties raising their seats from 1952 to 1962?
iv) What are the political full down in getting seats from 1952 to 1962?

(OR)
b) Read the below time line chart and answer the questions that are given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Debates over socialism in Russia</td>
<td>1850s-1880s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of the Russian Social Democratic Workers Party</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bloody Sunday and the Revolution</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd March - Abdication of the Tsar</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Civil War</td>
<td>1918-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of Comintern</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning of Collectivisation</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

i) Blood Sunday related to which country?
ii) Who were rulers of Russia before Russian revolution?
iii) What is the aim of commintern?
iv) When did Collectivisation begin?

13. a) Locate the following in a given world map.
   i) Serbia      ii) Turkey      iii) Poland      iv) East pakistan

   (OR)
   b) i) The colony of belgium in Africa.
   ii) The French colony in Asia.
   iii) The People of this country called Dutch.
   iv) The country of Jews.
INSTRUCTIONS:

i) Write the CAPITAL LETTERS (A, B, C, D) showing the correct answer for the following questions in the brackets provided against each question.

ii) Each question carries $\frac{1}{2}$ mark.

iii) Answer ALL the questions.

iv) Answers are to be written in question paper only.

v) Marks will not be awarded in any case of overwriting, rewriting or erased answers. $20 \times \frac{1}{2} = 10$

14. After second World War ottoman was replaced by? (   )
   A) Democratic and Theocratic State
   B) Democratic and Secular State
   C) Democratic and Socialist State
   D) Democratic and Military State

15. Arrange the following incidents in a chronological order. (   )
   1) End of the First world war.
   2) Germany and USSR entered into non aggression pact
   3) Russian Revolution.
   4) Russia became the USSR
   A) 1, 2, 3, 4
   B) 3, 2, 1, 4
   C) 3, 1, 4, 2
   D) 4, 3, 2, 1

16. UNO was being accused as a tool of great Powers? (   )
   A) The USA, The USSR
   B) Germany, Italy
   C) China, Japan
   D) England, France

17. Germany's genocidal war was against the following people? (   )
   A) Jews and Political opponents
   B) Gypsies and Polish civilians
   C) Disabled Germans
   D) All of the above

18. The entry of the US into the war with Vietnam is because of ........ (   )
   A) In support of France
   B) To promote socialism
   C) Worried about Communists gaining power
   D) Sent by UNO

19. Who argued that economic depression is an essential nature of capitalism? (   )
   A) J.M Keynes
   B) Marxist Economists
   C) Liberal Democrats
   D) Capitalists
20. Find the incorrect Matching.  
A) Divide and Rule – British Policy  
B) Hitler – Fascism  
C) Japan – Militarism  
D) Turkey – Ottoman’s Empire  

21. The title ‘Iron man of India’ is given to Vallabhbahi Patel in appreciation of his  
A) Suppressing Pakistan in war  
B) Firm determination in Joining Princely states into India  
C) Differences with Nehru and Gandhi  
D) Legal knowledge  

22. The Panch Sheel agreement was signed by .......  
A) India – Pakistan  
B) India – China  
C) India – Sri Lanka  
D) India – Nepal  

23. ‘Animal Farm’ a famous satire on the ideals of Russian Revolution in Russia written by?  
A) Tolstoy  
B) George Orwell  
C) Karl Marx  
D) Maxim Gorky  

24. In which of the following issues you appreciate the role of Rajiv Gandhi?  
1) Telcom Revolution  
2) Punjab Peace  
3) Agreement with AASU  
A) 1, 2, 3  
B) 1  
C) 1, 2  
D) 2  

25. Which of the following is incorrect regarding NAM .......  
A) Non aligned nations are called third world countries  
B) Nehru, Tito, Nasser the founders of NAM  
C) The First summit held in India  
D) By 2012 it has 120 countries  

26. Who are expected to follow the RTI ACT .......  
A) Institutions created under the Constitution.  
B) Institutions made under the laws of Parliament or State Legislatures.  
C) Institutions Created through a notification or order of the Governments  
D) All of the above  

27. ....... spoke of a need for a Northwest Indian Muslim state in 1930?  
A) Mohammad Iqbal  
B) KAG Khan  
C) M.A. Jinnah  
D) MAK Azad
28. Read the Paragraph given below and answer the questions.

"I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be Judged by the Colour of their Skin but by the Content of their Character."

Whose speech is mentioned above ( )
A) Dr Nelson Mandela  B) Dr Martin Luther King Jr  
C) Mahatma Gandhi  D) Ken Sarowiva

29. Which theme the speaker focussed above ...... ( )
A) Communal discrimination  B) Caste discrimination  
C) Racial Discrimination  D) None of the above

30. Which of the specialised agency do you appreciate for its in the field of education and popularisation of science? ( )
A) WHO  B) UNICEF  C) ILO  D) UNESCO

31. Which of the following article is used to impose Presidential rule in the states? ( )
A) 350 A  B) 352 A  C) 356 A  D) 360A

32. What are the reforms of Stalin do you appreciate for ..... ( )
A) He began a programme of planned economic development  
B) Rapid industrialisation  
C) Collectivisation of agriculture  
D) All of the above

33. The organisation which belongs to third world countries?  
A) Warsha pact  B) NATO  C) CEATO  D) NAM

PART – B ANSWERS
14-B; 15-B; 16-A; 17-D; 18-C; 19-B; 20-B; 21-B; 22-B; 23-B; 24-A; 25-C; 26-D; 27-A; 28-B; 29-C; 30-D; 31-C; 32-D; 33-D.